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On Synchronization of Coupled Hopf-Kuramoto Oscillators with Phase Delays

Soon-Jo Chung and Jean-Jacques Slotine

Abstract—This paper presents new methods and results on synchronization of coupled Hopf nonlinear oscillators, which are commonly used as the dynamic model of engineered central pattern generators (CPGs). On balanced graphs, any positive coupling gain is proven to induce almost global asymptotic synchronization, and a threshold value for truly global exponential synchronization is also computed. Furthermore, a hierarchical connection between coupled Hopf oscillators and Kuramoto oscillators is identified. Finally, a new result on the synchronization of Kuramoto oscillators with arbitrary time-varying heterogeneous frequencies and delays is derived.

I. INTRODUCTION

The central pattern generators (CPGs) of animals are neural networks that can produce coordinated patterns of rhythmic outputs without brain or local sensory inputs. Hence, CPGs are believed to reduce the computation burden of the brain, and to avoid issues of time-delay in feedback by using local computations in the spinal cord. The central controller, similar to the brain of an animal, can stabilize the vehicle or robot dynamics by commanding a reduced number of variables such as the frequency and phase difference of the oscillators instead of directly controlling multiple joints [1],[2]. Artificial CPG neural networks by using coupled Hopf oscillators have been demonstrated to effectively control robot locomotion [2], swimming [3], and flapping flight [4]. In addition, phase-synchronized Hopf oscillators can be applied to a synchronization model of multi-agent coordination that is governed by both the position and phase increment [1], [2], [6]. Artificial CPG neural networks by using coupled Hopf oscillators have been demonstrated to effectively control robot locomotion [2], swimming [3], and flapping flight [4]. In addition, phase-synchronized Hopf oscillators can be applied to a synchronization model of multi-agent coordination that is governed by both the position and phase increment [1], [2], [6].

The Hopf oscillator has been a popular model for engineered CPGs for robot locomotion. If \( \sigma \leq 0 \), bifurcation occurs and the system globally converges to the origin, which is useful for fast inhibition of oscillation. For example, [4] shows that this Hopf bifurcation can be exploited to induce a stable transition between flapping and gliding or between walking and jumping. Also, we can simplify stability proofs by exploiting the circular symmetry of the limit cycle that permits \( f(R(\phi)|x, t; \rho)| = R(\phi)f(x, t; \rho) \) with a rotational transformation \( R(\phi) \) and \( f(kx, t; \rho) = kf(x, t; \rho/k) \). If we need a non-sinusoidal waveform generated by a non-circular limit cycle, we can simply utilize conformal mapping with an analytic function \( h(z) \) without affecting the stability proofs such that \( u' + v' = h(u + vj) \), \( j = \sqrt{-1} \).

We present new results on the synchronization stability of coupled Andronov-Hopf oscillators by using partial contraction analysis and cyclic decomposition. Previously, [4], [5] proved that coupled Hopf oscillators globally exponentially synchronize if the coupling strength is sufficiently larger than the convergence gain of the individual Hopf oscillator. In contrast, this paper shows that coupled Hopf oscillators on a balanced graph asymptotically synchronize with any positive coupling strength from almost any initial condition. This new result can be useful if a large coupling gain, which may lead to actuator saturation in transients and increase noise in the system, should be avoided especially when the desired convergence rate is large. We also show an interesting hierarchical connection between the radius and phase dynamics, whose phase model resembles Kuramoto oscillators [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. By utilizing the same incremental stability analysis as in the Hopf model, we study the heterogeneous Kuramoto model with time-varying or random vectors of natural frequency and phase delays. In this paper, each angle \( \theta_k \in [\pi, \pi] \) belongs to a circle so that \( \theta_k = ((\theta_k + \pi) \mod 2\pi) - \pi \), and its n-vector is on an n-torus, i.e., \( \Theta = (\theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots, \theta_n) \in \mathbb{T}^n \).

We use contraction analysis [11], [12] whose implication for incremental stability [13] is essential for an observer-like stability analysis in this paper. A differential stability analysis can be made exact, thereby yielding global convergence results on time-varying nonlinear systems.

Lemma 1: [11] Consider \( \dot{x}(t) = f(x(t), t) \) and some smooth coordinate transformation of the virtual displacement, \( \delta x = \Theta(x, t) \delta x \). A region (open connected set) of the state space is called a contraction region with respect to (w.r.t.) a uniformly positive definite metric \( M(x, t) = \Theta^T \Theta \), if the generalized Jacobian in \( \delta z, F \), is uniformly negative definite in that region, such that, \( \exists \beta > 0 \), \( F = \left( \frac{\partial \Theta(x, t)}{\partial x} \Theta(x, t) \right)^{-1} \), \( \Theta(x, t)^{-1} \leq -\beta I < 0 \). Then, any trajectory, which starts in a ball of constant radius w.r.t. the metric \( M(x, t) \), centered at a given trajectory and contained at all times in a contraction region w.r.t. \( M(x, t) \), remains...
in that ball and converges exponentially to this trajectory (i.e., $\delta x \to 0$). If the whole state space is a contraction region w.r.t. $M(x, t)$, the exponential convergence result is given. The convergence rate $\beta$ is the largest eigenvalue of the symmetric part of $F$.

The use of a differential coordinate change $\delta z = \Theta \delta x$ generalizes Krasovskii’s theorem [14]. If $F$ is negative semidefinite, the convergence is asymptotic (contracting).

**Example 1:** Consider $\dot{\theta} = -K(t)\sin(\theta)$ on $\theta \in \mathbb{T}^n$, where $K(t)$ is a diagonal matrix. Following [11], consider $\Theta = \text{diag}(\frac{1}{2}\sec^2(\theta/2))$ on $\theta \in (-\pi, \pi)^n$. Then, we can compute the generalized Jacobian $F = \dot{\Theta} = \Theta^{-1} - \Theta K \text{diag}(\cos \theta) \Theta^{-1}$. Hence, for $K(t) > 0$, $\theta$ tends exponentially to zero on $\theta \in (-\pi, \pi)^n$ by Lemma 1.

Often times, finding a suitable nonlinear function $\Theta(x, i)$ can be as difficult as finding a Lyapunov function candidate. We use the partial contraction lemma [12] to prove the synchronization of coupled Hopf oscillators.

**Lemma 2:** [12] Consider a nonlinear system of the form $\dot{x} = f(x, x, t)$. Assume that so-called the virtual system, $\dot{y} = f(y, x, t)$, is contracting with respect to $y$. If a particular solution of the virtual $y$-system verifies a smooth specific property (e.g., a particular trajectory), then all trajectories of the original $x$-system verify this property exponentially. The original system is said to be partially contracting.

**Example 2** Example 1 can be proven by Lemma 2. We rewrite the system using a $\sin$ function [7] as $\dot{\theta} = -K(t)\text{diag}(\sin(\theta))/\theta$ where $\text{diag}(\sin(\theta)) = \text{diag}(\sin(\theta_1)/\theta_1, \ldots, \sin(\theta_n)/\theta_n)$. We construct an observer-like system such that $\dot{y} = -K(t)\text{diag}(\sin(\theta(t)))y$, which has two particular solutions $y = \theta$ and $y = 0$. The virtual displacement $\dot{y}$ has a time-varying contraction rate $F = -K(t)\text{diag}(\sin(\theta(t)))$, which is now independent of $y$. Notice $\text{diag}(\sin(\theta)) > 0$ on $\theta \in (-\pi, \pi)^n$. Hence, if $K(t) > 0$, we can conclude that two solutions of $y$ tend exponentially fast to each other, resulting in $\theta \to 0$. The present example shows that a stability analysis via partial contraction can be made much simpler than the original contraction analysis.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We consider the problem of proving global phase synchronization of coupled Hopf oscillators with arbitrary phase delays and possibly different amplitudes of oscillation. The $i$-th dynamics of Hopf oscillators with diffusive couplings and phase delays on a digraph with various radii $\rho_i \neq \rho_j$ ($i = 1, \ldots, n$) can be written as

$$\dot{x}_i = f(x_i, t; \rho_i) - k \sum_{j \in V_i} (x_i - x_j) - \frac{\rho_i}{\rho_j} R(\phi_{ij})x_j \quad (2)$$

where the Hopf oscillator function $f(x_i, \rho_i)$ is defined in (1) and $V_i$ denotes the set of adjacent neighbors for the $i$-th member. Also, $k$ denotes a scalar coupling strength. The matrix $R$ denotes a $SO(2)$ rotational matrix $R(\phi_{ij}) = [\cos \phi_{ij}, -\sin \phi_{ij}; \sin \phi_{ij}, \cos \phi_{ij}]$ with a constant phase difference $\phi_{ij}$ such that one cycle has $\sum \phi_{ij} = 2\pi$, and $\phi_{ik} = \phi_{ij} + \phi_{jk}$. Note that $x_i$ can be interpreted a biased vector such that $x_i - a_i$ to shift the center of the limit cycle to $a_i$.

By rewriting (2) in polar coordinates with $u_i = r_i - \rho_i/\rho_j \cos \theta_i$ and $v_i = r_i \sin \theta_i$ with a nonzero initial condition $r_i > 0$ and $\theta_i \in \mathbb{R}$ such that $\theta_i$ is defined only on $[-\pi, \pi)$, modulo $2\pi$, we can obtain

$$\frac{d}{dt} \left( r_i \theta_i \right) = \left( \frac{-l \rho_i r_i^2/\rho_j^2 - 1}{\omega(t)} \right) \theta_i + \sum_{j \in V_i} \left( r_i - r_j \right) \left( r_i - r_j \right) \left( \sin(\theta_i - \theta_j - \phi_{ij}) \right)$$

**Definition 1:** Phase synchronization. The synchronization of (2) is defined as $x_i = R_{\rho_i} \theta_i^2 = \cdots = R_{\rho_i} \theta_i^n$ where $\phi_{ij}$ is the phase difference between the 1st and the $j$-th oscillator. In other words, each oscillator is attracted to a circular limit cycle with a radius $\rho_j$ while maintaining a prescribed phase difference with neighboring oscillators.

We first present results of the following simpler system without radii differences and phase delays, which are then generalized to (2) in Sect. III. By using $\{x\} = \{x_1; \ldots; x_n\}$,

$$\dot{x} = \{f(x, t; \rho) - k L_y \otimes I_2 \{x\} \quad (4)$$

where $\{f(x, t; \rho) = \{f(x_1, t; \rho); \ldots; f(x_n, t; \rho)\}$, $\otimes$ denotes the Kronecker product operation, and $L_y \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ is the graph Laplacian defined from $N_i$ in (2).

By setting $\rho_i = \rho_j = \rho$ and $\phi_{ij} = 0, \forall i, j$, (3) reduces to

$$\dot{r}_i = \left( \frac{-l \rho_i r_i^2/\rho_j^2 - 1}{\omega(t)} \right) \theta_i + \sum_{j \in V_i} \left( r_i - r_j \right) \left( r_i - r_j \right) \left( \sin(\theta_i - \theta_j) \right)$$

Let us rewrite (5) by using $r = (r_1; r_2; \ldots; r_n)$, $r_j > 0$,

$$\dot{r} = -\frac{1}{\rho_j^2} D(r, \rho) (r - \rho L_y, \theta) r$$

$$\dot{\theta} = \omega(t) (1 - k L_y \theta) \sin(B \theta)$$

where $D(r, \rho) = \text{diag} (r_1 + \rho, \ldots, r_n + \rho), (r - \rho 1) = (r_1 - \rho; \ldots; r_n - \rho)$, and $1 = (1; 1; \ldots; 1)$. Note that $D(r, \rho) > 0$ for $\forall r > 0$. For $n$ oscillators with $m$ directed edges, the matrix $B \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m}$ is the incidence matrix with $B_{i j} = 1$ for the $j$-th edge entering the $i$-th vertex and $B_{ji} = -1$ for the outgoing edge.

The nonlinear time-varying matrices $L_y(\theta) \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ and $L_\theta(r) \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ are straightforwardly defined from (5):

$$L_y(\theta)_{i,j} = \begin{cases} \text{in-degree of } i-th \text{ vertex} & \text{if } i = j, \\ -\text{cos}(\theta_i - \theta_j) & \text{if } i \neq j, \text{ } j \rightarrow i \end{cases}$$

$$L_\theta(r)_{i,k} = \begin{cases} r_j/r_i & \text{if } k \text{-th directed edge in } B \text{ is } j \rightarrow i \end{cases}$$

where $j \rightarrow i$ denotes a directed edge from the vertex $j$ to $i$.

**Remark 1:** On a balanced digraph, the $L_y(\theta) + L_y^T(\theta)$ is uniformly positive semi-definite regardless of $\theta$. If $B \theta = 0$ (i.e., synchronization of $\theta$), $L_y(\theta)$ reduces to the graph Laplacian $L_G$ from (4). On the other hand, if $B \theta = 0$, i.e., $r_1 = r_2 = \cdots = r_n$, $L_\theta(r)$ reduces to a constant matrix $L_\theta(1)$ that satisfies $L_G = L_\theta(1) B^2$ on an arbitrary directed graph.
In such a case, the dynamics of \( \theta \) in (7) reduces to a generalized Kuramoto model [6], [7], [8] on an arbitrary digraph with a uniform time-varying frequency \( \omega(t) \):
\[
\dot{\theta} = \omega(t)1 - kL_\theta(1) \sin(B^T \theta)
\] (9)
where \( L_\theta \)’s \((i, j)\) element is 1 if the \( j \)-th directed edge enters the \( i \)-th vertex, and 0 otherwise.

In essence, the stability proof of coupled Hopf oscillators is more involved than that of the Kuramoto model in (9) due to the nonlinear coupling gains of \( L_\text{r}(\theta) \) and \( L_\theta(\mathbf{r}) \).

**Remark 2:** For a directed ring (cycle) graph, we can verify
\[
\begin{align*}
L_\text{r}(\theta) & = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & -\cos(\theta_1-\theta_2) & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & 1 & -\cos(\theta_2-\theta_3) & \cdots & 0 \\
& \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
0 & \cdots & 0 & 1 & -\cos(\theta_n-\theta_1)
\end{bmatrix} \\
B^T & = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & -1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
-1 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
\vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
0 & \cdots & 0 & -1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}, \quad L_\theta(\mathbf{r}) = \begin{bmatrix}
r_2/r_1 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & r_3/r_2 & \cdots & 0 \\
\vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
0 & \cdots & 0 & r_n/r_{n-1}
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\] (10)

where \( B \) and \( L_\theta(\mathbf{r}) \) are \( n \times n \) square matrices for a directed cycle, in particular, \( L_{G^T} = B^T \). Among many possible choices, we choose the \( B \) matrix in (10) such that the corresponding \( L_\theta(\mathbf{r}) \) is a diagonal matrix. We exploit these properties to simplify our stability proofs.

**Example 3:** The exponential synchronization of two oscillators \((n = 2)\) sheds light on the hierarchical coupling of the radius and phase dynamics. For a bidirectional coupling, (7) can be written as \( \dot{\theta}_1 - \dot{\theta}_2 = -k(r_2/r_1 + r_1/r_2) \sin(\theta_1 - \theta_2) \). By the result of Example 1, \( \dot{\theta}_1 - \dot{\theta}_2 \) exponentially tends to zero from any \( \theta_1(0) - \theta_2(0) \neq \pm \pi \) and \( \mathbf{r} > 0 \). If \( \theta_1 = \theta_2 \), we can construct the following virtual \( y \)-system from (6)
\[
\dot{y} = -\frac{\lambda}{\rho^2} D(\mathbf{r}, \rho)(y - \rho 1) - k \left[ \frac{1}{\lambda} \right] y
\] (11)
which has two particular solutions \( y = \mathbf{r} \) and \( y = (\rho, \rho) \).

Since \( y \) is contracting \((\delta y \to 0)\) with \( D(\mathbf{r}, \rho) > 0 \) and \( k > 0 \), we conclude \( r_1 \to 1 \) and \( r_2 \to 2 \). If there is only a directed coupling, the proof straightforwardly follows with \( L_\text{r}(\theta) + L_{G^T}(\theta) \).

We summarize the prior results in [3], [4], [5] that showed a contraction property when the coupling is stronger than the convergence rate of the uncoupled Hopf oscillator.

**Theorem 1:** The Hopf oscillators on a balanced digraph given in (2) globally exponentially synchronize with the prescribed phase difference \( \phi_{ij} \) if \( k\lambda_1((L_{G^T} + L_{G^T})^T) > \lambda \) where the Laplacian matrix \( L_{G^T} \) is obtained by setting zero phase differences \( \phi_{ij} = 0 \) and the same desired radius \( \rho_i = \rho_j \), as in (4). Also, \( \lambda_1(.) \) is the minimum nonzero eigenvalue of \((.) \) while \( \lambda \) is a positive convergence rate of the Hopf oscillator.

**Proof:** See [4] for the proof based on [5]. In essence, (2) can be written as \( \{z(t, z, t; \rho_1)\} = -kL_{G^T} \otimes I_2(z) \) with \( \{z(t) = T(\phi, \rho)|x\} \) by using the circular symmetric property of the Hopf oscillator discussed in Sect. I.

**Remark 3:** It should be noted that Theorem 1 indeed indicates a truly global convergence result, implying synchronization even from \( \theta_i(0) - \theta_j(0) = \pm \pi \), where the coupled oscillators experience a death of oscillation. Nonetheless, they synchronize to a single non-oscillatory trajectory.

**Remark 4:** We will show that Theorem 1 is too conservative for global synchronization. For example, two coupled Hopf oscillators would require \( k > \lambda/2 \) from Theorem 1. In contrast, we showed above that \( k > 0 \) is the sufficient and necessary condition of almost global synchronization except on \( \theta_i(0) - \theta_j(0) = \pm \pi \) and \( \mathbf{r}(0) \neq \alpha 1, \exists \alpha \), without the need for computing \( \lambda_1((L_{G^T} + L_{G^T})^T)/2 \). We will derive such a result for a network of an arbitrary size in Sect. III.

**III. MAIN RESULTS: ALMOST GLOBAL STABILITY ANALYSIS**

We prove that both \( \mathbf{r} \) and \( \theta \) almost globally asymptotically synchronize for any \( k > 0 \) on a balanced digraph. The novelty of the proofs here is that we exploit the diagonal matrix \( L_\theta(\mathbf{r}) \) of each cyclic sub-graph by decomposing a balanced graph into multiple directed cycles.

**Theorem 2:** Despite the nonlinearly coupled \( r_i, \theta_i \) in \( L_\text{r}(\theta) \) and \( L_\theta(\mathbf{r}) \), the dynamics of \( \mathbf{r} \) in (6) is partially contracting on a balanced digraph, regardless of \( \theta \) for \( k > 0, \forall t \). Furthermore, if \( B\theta \) becomes a constant vector, \( \mathbf{r} \) becomes a constant vector exponentially.

**Proof:** We construct the virtual \( y \)-system that has \( y = \mathbf{r} \) as one particular solution from (6)
\[
\dot{y} = -\frac{\lambda}{\rho^2} D(\mathbf{r}, \rho)(y - \rho 1) - kL_\text{r}(\theta)1
\] (12)
where \( D(\mathbf{r}, \rho) = \text{diag}(r_1(r_1 + \rho), \cdots, r_n(r_n + \rho)) > 0 \).

The virtual system of \( y \) is contracting regardless of any \( \theta(t) \) and \( \mathbf{r}(t) \) since \(-\lambda/\rho^2 D(\mathbf{r}, \rho) - k(L_\text{r}(\theta) + L_\text{r}(\theta)^T))/2\) is uniformly negative on a balanced graph. From Lemmas 1 and 2, \( y = \mathbf{r} \) is contracting. In contrast with the uncoupled case, Theorem 2 indicates that \( y = \rho 1 \) is not a particular solution of (12) unless \( \theta \) perfectly synchronizes such that \( B^T \theta = 0 \), thus \( L_\text{r}(\theta)1 = 0 \). Hence, if \( L_\text{r}(\theta) \) becomes a constant matrix by a constant \( B^T \theta \) or \( \theta \), then \( \mathbf{r} \) also converges to a constant vector exponentially fast.

We now focus on proving the synchronization of the phase \( \theta \), independently of \( \mathbf{r} \), thereby establishing an interesting hierarchical connection between the dynamics of \( \mathbf{r} \) and \( \theta \). We state the main result of directed cycles first before generalizing to balanced digraphs.

**Theorem 3:** If the phase \( \theta \) on a directed cyclic graph, given by (7), is initially on \( B^T \theta(0) \in (-\pi, \pi)^n \) and \( \mathbf{r}(0) \neq \alpha 1, \exists \alpha \), it remains on \( B^T \theta \in (-\pi, \pi)^n \) for all future time and asymptotically synchronizes (i.e., \( B^T \theta \to 0 \)) for any \( k > 0 \).

**Proof:** On a directed cycle, \( L_\theta(\mathbf{r}) \) is a diagonal matrix and \( B \) are \( n \times n \) square matrices as defined in (10) due to \( n = m \). Let us first prove that \( B^T \theta \) tends to a constant vector regardless of \( \mathbf{r}(t) \). By multiplying (7) by \( B \), we obtain the following gradient-like system
\[
B\dot{\theta} = -kBL_\theta(\mathbf{r}(t))\sin(B^T \theta) = -k\nabla V(\theta)
\] (13)
where $V(\theta) = 2\sin(B^T \theta/2)^T L_0(\theta) \sin(B^T \theta/2)$ and we exploited the fact $L_0(\theta)$ is a diagonal matrix in computing $\nabla V(\theta) = (\partial V/\partial \theta_1, \ldots, \partial V/\partial \theta_n)^T = BL_0(\theta) \sin(B^T \theta)$.

We take $V(\theta)$ as a Lyapunov function and compute its time-derivative $\dot{V}$:

$$\dot{V} = \nabla V(\theta)^T \dot{\theta} = -\frac{B^T \dot{\theta}}{2} = -\sum_{i \neq j} \frac{(\dot{\theta}_i - \dot{\theta}_j)^2}{2k} \leq 0 \quad (14)$$

We can show that $\dot{\theta}$ tends to one of the equilibria that satisfy $V(\dot{\theta}) = 0$. Since $\dot{\theta}$ is bounded from (7), $V(\dot{\theta})$ is bounded. Also, $B \dot{\theta} = 0$ is equivalent to $B^T \theta = 0$. By Barbacal’s lemma [14], $\dot{V} \rightarrow 0$ from (14). Hence, $V(\theta)$ is non-increasing and $B^T \theta$ remains on $(-\pi, \pi)^n$ with $n = m$ for a directed cycle.

From Theorem 2, a constant $B \dot{\theta}$ leads exponentially to a constant $r$ such that $\dot{r} = 0$ and $\frac{d}{dt} L_0(\theta) \rightarrow 0$. Hence, for simplicity, we now assume $r$ is a constant vector instead of carrying $\frac{d}{dt} L_0(\theta) \rightarrow 0$ terms. Then, how can we prove that $B \dot{\theta}$ converges to $0$, not some arbitrary constant? The key idea is to use $\sin(B^T \theta/2)$ instead of $B^T \theta$ or $\sin(B^T \theta)$.

We can compute

$$\frac{d}{dt} L_0(\theta) \sin(B^T \theta/2) = L_0(\theta) C_1(t) \frac{B^T \dot{\theta}}{2} \quad (15)$$

where $C_1(t) = \text{diag}(\cos(B^T \theta/2))$. We used the commutative property of diagonal matrices $L_0(\theta)$ and $C_1(t)$. Note that $C_1(t)$ is invertible since $B^T \theta$ remains on $(-\pi, \pi)^n$.

We construct the virtual $y$ system from (15)

$$\dot{y} = -k L_0(\theta) C_1(t) (B^T + B) C_1(t) \dot{y} \quad (16)$$

that has two particular solutions: $y = L_0(\theta) \sin(B^T \theta/2)$ and $y = 0$. The initial condition $r(0) \neq \alpha 1, 3\alpha$ ensures that each element of $r$ stays different from (12) and hence avoiding a local equilibrium with $\sin(B^T \theta) = \gamma 1, \exists \gamma$.

Since $L_0(\theta) > 0$, the virtual length $V(\dot{y}) = \dot{y}^T L_0(\theta)^{-1} \dot{y}$ has its time-derivative as

$$\dot{V}(\dot{y}) = -k \dot{y}^T C_1(t) (B^T + B) C_1(t) \dot{y} \leq 0 \quad (17)$$

Note that a cyclic digraph yields a positive semidefinite $B^T + B$ matrix with a single zero eigenvalue and its eigenvector 1. Hence, the matrix $C_1(t) (B^T + B) C_1(t)$ is also uniformly positive semi-definite for any $C_1(t)$ with a single zero eigenvalue (recall Sylvester’s law of inertia [15]). Consequently, by Barbacal’s lemma, we conclude that $V(\dot{y}) \rightarrow 0$ asymptotically (semi-contracting) and $\dot{V}(\dot{y})$ tends to a lower limit.

However, how can we prove $\dot{y} \rightarrow 0$ where classical LaSalle’s invariance theorem cannot be applied due to the non-autonomous system in (16)? In the present paper, we apply a higher-order Taylor expansion [12] to exploit the fact that $V(\dot{y})$ is tending to a lower limit from (17). We first decompose the eigenvectors $[1/\sqrt{n}, S]$ of $B + B^T$ such that $S^T 1 = 0, SS^T + 11^T/n = I_n$, and $S^T (B + B^T) S = \Lambda$ where $\Lambda$ is a diagonal matrix of $(n-1)$ positive eigenvalues of $B + B^T$.

Let us define $\delta y_1 = 1^T \sqrt{n} C_1(t) \delta y \in \mathbb{R}^1$ and $\delta y_2 = S^T C_1(t) \delta y \in \mathbb{R}^{n-1}$. We can verify the following.

If $\delta y_2 \neq 0$, $V(\delta y(t + dt)) - V(\delta y(t))$

$$= -k \delta y_1^T C_1(t) (B^T + B) C_1(t) \delta y(dt) + O(d^2t) \quad (18)$$

while if $\delta y_2 = 0$,

$$V(\delta y(t + dt)) - V(\delta y(t)) = -2k \delta y_1^T C_1(t) (B^T + B) C_1(t) \delta y(dt)^3/(3!) + O(d^4t) \quad (19)$$

$$= -\delta y_1^T (1^T C_1^{-1} C_1 S) \Lambda (S^T C_1^{-1} 1) \delta y_1 \frac{2k(\delta y_1^T)^3}{3!n} + O(d^4t)$$

where we used $(11^T/n + SS^T) C_1(t) = \delta y_1 \sqrt{n} + S \delta y_2 = C_1(t) \delta y$. Note that $z^T Az > 0$ for $\forall z \neq 0$ in $\mathbb{R}^{n-1}$ and $z = S^T \hat{C}_1 C_1^{-1} \neq 0$ unless all the diagonal entries of $\hat{C}_1$ are zero. Since $\hat{C}_1 = 0$ only at $\delta y = 0$ (i.e., $B^T \theta = 0$), we can assume $(1^T C_1^{-1} \hat{C}_1 S) \Lambda (S^T C_1^{-1} 1) > 0$.

From (18) and (19), we can conclude that both $\delta y_1$ and $\delta y_2$ should tend to zero, in order for $V(\dot{y})$ to tend to a lower limit. This in turn implies $\delta y \rightarrow 0$. From two particular solutions of (16), we can conclude that $L_0(\theta) \sin(B^T \theta/2)$ tends to zero asymptotically and almost globally on $B^T \theta \in (-\pi, \pi)^n$. This implies $(\theta_i - \theta_j)/2 > \rho \pi$ with $\rho = 0, 1$ while $(\theta_i - \theta_j)$ is only defined on $[-\pi, \pi]$ (recall modulo 2$\pi$). Hence, we conclude that $\theta_i \rightarrow \theta_j$. This completes the proof of the almost global phase ($\theta$) synchronization without the synchronization of $r(t)$. Note that we proved the convergence of $B^T \theta/2$ not $B^T \theta$ so that we eliminated convergence to $\pm \pi$.

We can extend Theorem 3 to bidirectional rings (Corollary 1) and balanced digraphs (Corollary 2) by decomposing each balanced digraph into multiple directed cycles as shown in Fig. 1.

**Corollary 1**: The phase vector $\theta$ on a bidirectional ring in (7), whose initial differences $\theta_i(0) - \theta_j(0)$ are not $\pm \pi$, synchronizes (i.e., $B^T \theta \rightarrow 0$) for any positive coupling gain $k > 0$.

**Proof**: For a bidirectional ring, the dynamics of $\theta$ in (7) can be written as

$$\dot{\theta} = \omega(\theta) 1 - k L_0(\theta) \sin(B^T \theta) \quad \text{(20)}$$

where $B = B_1 + B_1^T$ and $B_1$ is the same $B$ of a directed cycle defined in (10). Also, $L_0(\theta)$ is no longer diagonal, whereas $L_{\theta 1}(\theta) = \text{diag}(r_1/r_1, r_2/r_2, \ldots, r_n/n)$ is the same diagonal matrix as in the directional cycle case and $L_{\theta 2}(\theta) = \text{diag}(r_n/r_1, r_1/r_2, \ldots, r_{n-1}/r_n)$. Notice that we expressed the equation by decomposing into two directed cycles of diagonal matrices $L_{\theta 1}$ and $L_{\theta 2}$ in order to use the proofs in Theorem 3 (see Fig. 1). Similar to Theorem 3, we
can prove that \( r \) tends to a constant vector by taking \( V(\Theta) \) with \( \Theta = (\theta_1; \theta_2) \):

\[
V(\Theta) = 2 \begin{bmatrix} \sin(B_1^T \theta/2) \\ \sin(B_2^T \theta/2) \end{bmatrix}^T \begin{bmatrix} L_{\theta_1}(r) & 0 \\ 0 & L_{\theta_2}(r) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \sin(B_1^T \theta/2) \\ \sin(B_2^T \theta/2) \end{bmatrix}
\]

We can compute the time-derivative \( \dot{V}(\Theta) \):

\[
\dot{V} = \nabla V^T \begin{bmatrix} \dot{\theta} \\ \dot{\theta} \end{bmatrix} = -\frac{1}{k} \begin{bmatrix} \dot{\theta} \\ \dot{\theta} \end{bmatrix}^T \begin{bmatrix} B_1^T \theta \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \dot{\theta} \\ \dot{\theta} \end{bmatrix} \leq 0 \quad (21)
\]

Hence, we can show \( B_1 \dot{\theta} \to 0 \), hence \( \dot{r} \to 0 \) by Theorem 2. Similar to (15), we can obtain

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \left[ L_{\theta_1} \sin(B_1^T \theta/2) \right] = -kL_{\theta_1}C_1B_1^T L_{\theta_1}C_1 \sin(B_1^T \theta/2) \\
- kL_{\theta_1}C_1B_1^T L_{\theta_2}C_2 \sin(B_1^T \theta/2) \\
\frac{d}{dt} \left[ L_{\theta_2} \sin(B_1 \theta) \right] = -kL_{\theta_2}C_2B_1 \sin(B_1 \theta) \\
- kL_{\theta_2}C_2B_1 \sin(B_1 \theta) \quad (22)
\]

where \( C_1(t) = \text{diag}(\cos(B_1^T \theta(t)/2)) \) and \( C_2(t) = \text{diag}(\cos(B_1 \theta(t)/2)) \).

We can construct the following virtual system of \( x \) and \( y \)

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \left( \begin{bmatrix} x \\ y \end{bmatrix} \right) = -k \begin{bmatrix} L_{\theta_1}C_1B_1^T C_1 & L_{\theta_1}C_1B_1^T C_2 \\ L_{\theta_2}C_2B_1 & L_{\theta_2}C_2B_1C_2 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} x \\ y \end{bmatrix} \quad (23)
\]

which has \( (x \neq 0, y = 0) \) as particular solutions.

We can compute the rate change of the virtual length using the metric diag \( [L_{\theta_1}^{-1}, L_{\theta_2}^{-1}] \) as

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \left( \begin{bmatrix} x \\ y \end{bmatrix} \right)^T \begin{bmatrix} L_{\theta_1}^{-1} & 0 \\ 0 & L_{\theta_2}^{-1} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} x \\ y \end{bmatrix} = -k \begin{bmatrix} C_1(t)C_1B_1^T C_1 & C_1(t)C_1B_1^T C_2 \\ C_2(t)B_1 & C_2(t)B_1C_2 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} x \\ y \end{bmatrix}^T \quad (24)
\]

Equation (24) is negative semi-definite with \( k > 0 \) regardless of the signs of \( C_1(t) \) and \( C_2(t) \). Hence, the system is semi-contracting. By Barbalat’s lemma and the high-order Taylor expansion, similar to Theorem 3, \( \dot{x} \to 0 \) and \( \delta y \to 0 \). Hence, all the solutions asymptotically tend to each other. As a result, \( \sin(B_1^T \theta/2) \to 0 \) asymptotically, thus \( B_1^T \theta \to 0 \).

We can now straightforwardly extend this result to a balanced digraph (see Fig. 1).

**Corollary 2**: The phase vector \( \theta \) on a balanced digraph given in (7), whose initial differences \( \theta_i(0) - \theta_j(0) \) are not \( \pm \pi \), synchronizes (i.e., \( B^T \theta \to 0 \)) for any positive coupling gain \( k > 0 \).

**Proof**: By contradiction, we can prove that every balanced digraph should contain at least one cycle since each node should have the same in-degrees as its out-degrees. Hence, all balanced digraphs with multiple loops can be decomposed into multiple directed cycles, albeit non-unique. This cyclic decomposition holds even for a bi-directional graph without a loop involving more than two vertices (e.g., bidirectional star or tree graphs) since it also belongs to a balanced digraph. In other words, a bidirectional coupling between two vertices can be regarded a single cycle. Hence, we can write (7) as

\[
\dot{\theta} = \omega(t)1 - k \sum_{j=1}^{\ell} L_{\theta_j}(r) \sin(B_j^T \theta) \quad (25)
\]

where \( \ell \) is the number of cyclic subgraphs, \( B_j \) is the \( j \)-th incidence B matrix of a cyclic subgraph of the original balanced digraph, and \( L_{\theta_j}(r) \) is the corresponding diagonal matrix. Note that \( B_j \) and \( L_{\theta_j} \) have zero row vectors and zero diagonal entries, respectively, where the subgraph does not have vertices. The original incidence matrix \( B \) of the balanced graph can be decomposed as \( L_G = L_{\theta_1}(1)B^T = \sum_{j=1}^{\ell} L_{\theta_j}(1)B_j^T = \sum_{j=1}^{\ell} B_j^T \), where \( L_G \) is the graph Laplacian of a balanced digraph. The rest of the proof follows the proof of Corollary 1 by constructing the dynamics of a stacked vector \( [L_{\theta_1} \sin(B_j^T \theta); \cdots; L_{\theta_n} \sin(B_j^T \theta)] \).

We now combine the results from Theorems 2, 3, and Corollaries 1, 2.

**Theorem 4**: From any initial condition of \( r_1(0) \neq 0 \), \( r(0) \neq \alpha 1 \), \( \exists \alpha \) and \( \theta_i(0) - \theta_j(0) \neq \pm \pi \) for all \( i,j \), the coupled Hopf oscillators on a balanced digraph, given in (4) and (5), asymptotically synchronize \( (\theta_i = \theta_j) \), and converge to the same radius \( \rho > 0 \).

**Proof**: If \( \theta_i = \theta_j \) from Theorem 3, the \( L_r(\theta) \) matrix of nonlinear elements becomes the constant graph Laplacian matrix such that \( L_r(\theta) = L_G \). We find that the virtual dynamics of radii in (12) reduced to \( \dot{\rho} = -\lambda/\rho^2 D(r, \rho) \dot{y} - kL_G \dot{y} \), which has two particular solutions \( y = r \) and \( y = \rho \). Note that \( D(r, \rho) > 0 \) is defined in (6) and we used \( L_G \rho = 0 \). This \( y \)-system is contracting \( (\delta y \to 0) \) for any \( r \), since \( -\lambda/\rho^2 D(r, \rho) \to -kL_G / 2 \) is uniformly negative on a balanced graph. Consequently, all the radii \( r \) tend to the same radius \( \rho \) exponentially fast. The combined convergence result of is almost global, but asymptotic (locally exponential) due to asymptotic convergence of \( \theta \).

Now we consider a more complex system that has various phase delays, given in (2).

**Theorem 5**: The coupled Hopf oscillators in (2), which are connected with phase delays and heterogeneous amplitudes on a balanced digraph, asymptotically synchronize on \( (B^T \theta - \phi) \in (-\pi, \pi)^m \) and \( r(0) \neq 0 \) for \( k > 0 \) in the sense of Definition 1.
Proof: By dividing the radius dynamics in (3) by $\rho_i$ and defining $L_\theta(r')$ matrix, we can obtain
\[
\dot{r}' = -\mathbf{D}'(r')(r' - 1) - kL_\theta(\theta, \phi)r' \tag{26}
\]
\[
\dot{\theta} = \omega(t)I - kL_\theta(r')\sin(B^T \theta - \phi)
\]
where $B_\cdot \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m/2}$ is an incidence matrix of each directed link out of bidirectional pairs such that the original incidence matrix is defined as $B = [B_+, -B_-] \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m}$. Let us assume that the unknown time-delay vector is realizable such that $1^T \phi = 2\pi p$, $p = 0, 1, \ldots$. We state the results for a uniform natural frequency before stating the main result (Theorem 8).

**Corollary 3:** Consider a network that has more nodes than bidirectional pairs of edges ($n > m/2$), e.g., star or tree networks. If $K(t) > 0$ and bounded; $\omega = \omega(t)I$; and $\phi$ is constant, then $B^T \theta \rightarrow \phi$ on $(B^T \theta - \phi) \in (-\pi, \pi)^m/2$. The convergence result is exponential.

Proof: We can find that the graph Laplacian of bidirectional couplings is $L_G = L_\theta(1)B^T = B_+ B_-$. Similar to (16), we can obtain $\dot{y} = -C_1(t)B^T K(t)B_+ C_1(t)y$ where $C_1(t) = \text{diag}(\cos((B^T \theta - \phi)/2))$. Note that $-C_1(t)B^T K(t)B_+ C_1(t)^T$ is uniformly negative semi-definite on $(B^T \theta - \phi) \in (-\pi, \pi)^m/2$, if $m/2 \geq n$ (e.g., rings, complete graphs, or graphs with loops with other nodes). This is because $B_+ B_- B_+ C_1(t)^T B_- B_+ C_1(t) \in \mathbb{R}^{n/2 \times m/2}$ is uniformly positive semi-definite with the same nullspace as $B_+$. We can conclude asymptotic synchronization $(B^T \theta \rightarrow \phi)$ by following the proof of Theorem 3. Also, $B_+ B_- B_+ C_1(t)^T B_- B_+ C_1(t)^T$ is uniformly positive definite if $m/2 < n$, since $B_- B_+ C_1(t)^T B_- B_+ C_1(t)$ has linearly independent columns. Then, the virtual $y$-system exponentially synchronizes almost globally on $(B^T \theta - \phi) \in (-\pi, \pi)^m/2$ due to Lemmas 1 and 2.

If $K = kI$, we can use “sinc” function [7], which could not be used for Hopf oscillators.

**Theorem 7:** On $\theta_1 \in (-\pi/2 + a, \pi/2 + a)$, $\exists \alpha$ and $(B^T \theta - \phi) \in (-\pi, \pi)^m/2$, the Kuramoto model (27) with bidirectional couplings, exponentially synchronizes, if $K = kI > 0$; $\omega = \omega(t)I$; and $\phi$ is constant.

Proof: If $K = kI > 0$, we can obtain the $y$-virtual system by multiplying (27) by $V_s^T$
\[
\dot{y} = -kV_s^T B_+ B_- \text{diag}(\sin(B^T \theta - \phi)) B_+ V_s y \tag{28}
\]
which has two particular solutions: $y = V_s^T \theta - \Lambda^{-1}V_s^T B_+ \phi$ and $y = 0$. The matrix $V_s$ is constructed from the orthonormal eigenvectors of $B_-, B_+^T$, other than 1 such that $V_s^T 1 = 0, V_s V_s^T + 11^T/n = I_n$, and $V_s^T (B_- B_+^T) V_s = \Lambda$ with a positive diagonal matrix $\Lambda \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times 1}$. Since $-kV_s^T B_+ \text{diag}(\sin(B^T \theta - \phi)) B_+ V_s$ is uniformly negative definite on $(B^T \theta - \phi) \in (-\pi, \pi)^m/2$, by Lemmas 1 and 2, $V_s^T \theta$ tends exponentially to $\Lambda^{-1}V_s^T B_+ \phi$, i.e., $B_+^T \theta \rightarrow \phi$.

The main application of Hopf oscillators is generation of phase synchronized oscillatory motions at a common controllable frequency $\omega(t)$ in conjunction with engineered CPGs. However, Kuramoto oscillators are often considered with a non-uniform frequency vector $\omega \neq \omega_1$. In contrast with [7, 8, 9, 16], we further consider a generalized heterogeneous Kuramoto model on an arbitrary bidirectional graph with time-varying vectors $\omega(t)$ and $\phi(t)$ possibly drawn from a random distribution. We characterize the threshold of the coupling strength $k$ guaranteed to yield phase synchronization with a desired bounded phase error.
Theorem 8: Equation (27) on a bidirectional graph synchronizes on $i \in (-\pi/2 + a, \pi/2 + a)$, $\exists a$ and $(BTc - \lambda_1(L_G)) \in (-\pi/2, \pi/2)$ with $\lambda_1(L_G)$ is the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of the graph Laplacian $L_G = BcBc^T$. Also, $\|V_s^T \omega(t)\|$ and $\|d(t)\|$ are assumed to be bounded while $\|\cdot\|$ is either 2-norm or infinity norm.

Proof: Similar to (28), we can obtain the following virtual $y$-system

$$\dot{y} = -kV_s^T Bc \text{diag} (\sin(Bc^T \theta - \phi)) Bc^T V_s y + V_s^T \omega(t) - d(t)$$

(30)

where $d(t) = \Lambda^{-1}V_s^T Bc \phi(t)$, and $V_s$ is defined from (28), while $\lambda_1(L_G)$ is the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of the graph Laplacian $L_G = BcBc^T$. Also, $\|V_s^T \omega(t)\|$ and $\|d(t)\|$ are assumed to be bounded while $\|\cdot\|$ is either 2-norm or infinity norm.

From Lemma 1 and $\lambda_{\min}(\cdot)$ is the minimum eigenvalue.

Since $y = V_s^T \theta - \Lambda^{-1}V_s^T Bc \phi$, we translate the maximum bound $\Phi$ by using $\|Bc^T \theta - \phi\| \leq \|Bc^T V_s\|\|V_s^T \omega(t) - \Lambda^{-1}V_s^T Bc \phi\| \leq \Phi$. Also, we can find that $\beta = k\sin(\Phi_{\infty})\lambda_1(L_G)$ and $\sin(\Phi_{\infty}) \leq k\sin(\Phi_{\infty})$. Then, by substituting $\beta$ and $R \leq R_{\max}$ into (31), the condition (29) is obtained. In general, the use of 2-norm yields a less conservative value of $k$ than infinity norm.

Remark 7: Eqn. (29) yields the sufficient condition for bi-directional graphs even with time-varying $\omega$ and $\phi$, in contrast with the necessary condition in [7], [9] for the Kuramoto model.

Remark 8: Theorem 8 can be used to predict a mean square phase error of (27) with $\phi = 0$ and a noisy disturbance, which is expressed as an Itô stochastic differential equation:

$$d\theta = -kBc \sin(Bc^T \theta)dt + \sigma(\theta, t)dW^d, \ \theta(0) = \xi$$

(32)

where $\sigma$ is a matrix-valued function and $W^d$ is a standard $d$-dimensional Wiener process that captures a noisy $\omega(t)$. Also, $\xi$ is a random variable independent of the noise $W^d$. (32) is assumed to satisfy both the Lipschitz condition and the restriction on growth in order to have a unique solution [13].

Note that the noise-free version of $V_s^T \theta$ tends to zero from Theorem 8. Then, the stochastic incremental stability [13] between noisy and noise-free trajectories is given by

$$\mathbb{E}\left(\|V_s^T \theta(t)\|^2\right) \leq \sup_t \text{tr} \left\{\sigma(\theta, t)^T V_s, V_s \sigma(\theta, t)\right\} / (2\beta) + \mathbb{E}\left(\|V_s^T \xi\|^2\right) e^{-2\beta t}.$$

V. CONCLUSION

The Andronov-Hopf oscillators are used as the dynamic model of engineered CPGs, which can reduce the complexity associated with control of multiple interacting degrees of freedom. By studying the incremental stability of observer-like virtual systems via partial contraction analysis, we derived new results on almost global synchronization of coupled Hopf oscillators on a balanced digraph with phase delays. Another novelty of the proofs lies in decomposition of a balanced graph into multiple cycles. We showed that any positive coupling gain of coupled Hopf oscillators on a balanced digraph induced almost global synchronization, regardless of the convergence gain of uncoupled oscillators. Furthermore, the incremental stability analysis was applied to a more complicated heterogeneous Kuramoto model. Since the phase dynamic model of Hopf oscillators resembles the Kuramoto model, we can also extend the new synchronization results with time-varying or noisy natural frequencies and phase delays to Hopf oscillators.
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